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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the researcher presents the conlucion from discussion. In 

this part, researcher also gives some suggestions for others and especially the 

further researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

       The Iron Lady movie is biopic movie of Margaret Thatcher. Margaret 

Thatcher is the first woman prime minister in England. Margaret Thatcher 

became famous leader from her policy. The big points of Margaret Thatcher‟s 

policy in The Iron Lady movie are coal mine closing, controlling labor‟s 

salary, setting the number of tax payments for all citizens, Falkland war, and 

liberation of Ireland. 

 Margaret Thatcher had implemented the strategy and points of policy in 

economic such as coal mine closing, controlling labor‟s salary, and setting the 

number of tax payments for all citizens. Then Margaret Thatcher‟s defense 

policy in The Iron Lady movie such as Falkland war and diplomacy relations 

with Ireland. Many policies bring many reaction in all circle. Until 

demonstration happened for many times and profits from many bussiness. The 

chararcter from Margaret Thatcher that can imitate are descipline, emphatic, 

and firm with good principals. Margaret Thatcher‟s effort as a prime minister 

in order to improving country‟s condition to be better and safe country‟s 

sovereignity. 
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B. Suggestion  

       Based on the result of the research, the researher would give some 

suggestions for the further researcher. The readers, who interested to research 

figure‟s biography, it can use biopic movie and add other references to support 

the research. Other references such as biography books, article jounals, and 

movie‟s script.  

       This research also probably for the reader‟s reference of research 

figure especially Margaret Thatcher or other figures that lead a country. One 

of analyzing this research is matching with Juliet Karbo‟s theory. For further 

study, it might be analyzing figures by other theory such as Elizabet Martinez 

and Arnoldo Garcia neoliberalism theory and Michael O‟Neill‟s defense 

theory to completing research. 

       After doing this research, the researcher recognizes that there are still 

many weakness. This research still neds deep attention. Hopefully, this 

research can be reference for the further research in same topic about 

analyzing figure‟s biography especially a leader.  
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